Watson Caring Science Institute

Regional Caritas Consortia Guidelines

Support Privileges

To ensure your events are as high quality as possible we have put together minimum criteria for them. Please ensure you:

• Let us know details in advance, in order to effectively publicize an event. If you can let us know about your event in advance, we can support best attendance.

• Access to use WCSI Registered Logo to promote events - Conform to our logo guidelines. Contact info@watsoncaringscience.org for details.

• Request active participants become members of Watson Caring Science Institute to benefit from additional materials and resources as umbrella organizational home. We recommend the Regional Consortia also subscribe to our Sage Membership which includes virtual teaching/educational resources.

• Record attendance and share information to info@watsoncaringscience.org

• Work in collaboration to share information with other Regional Caritas Consortia through regular meetings virtually.

• Capture feedback from your event and share as evaluation make sure you get permission for any photos etc.

• Enjoy share and have fun!
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